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Introduction.
This is the instruction for the Van Raam App. The Van Raam App is an app which
you can establish a wireless Bluetooth connection with your Van Raam E-bike.
The Van Raam App has several head functions. Cycle data is shown in the app
like, speed, cadence of the pedals and pedal force. There is a function to send a
SOS message. There will be send a message to the set telephone number. In the
message are coordinates form the smartphone. With a direct link to Google maps
you can see the location.
There is also a function to adjust the support settings of the bike while cycling.
You can adjust the support modes 1, 2 and 3 completely different. When this
isn’t enough your dealer can adjust more by the Van Raam App.
The van Raam App is an App for Android 4.4 and higher and IOS 8 and higher
and is made by Van Raam. The app is used only in combination with Van Raam
bikes with the Silent system form May 2016. Bikes that have an older system
can be updated so that those bikes can connect also to the Van Raam App. The
size of the update depends on the bike and the type of electrical system.
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Login/registration screen.
Login screen.
When the Van Raam App is started for the first
time you see the login screen. To use the Van
Raam App you have register. In the bottom is a
button called “I don’t have an account”. When
you press this button, you see the registration
screen. When you are already registered by Van
Raam you can go to the login screen and fill in
your e-mail address and password and press
“Login”.

Forgot password.
When you have forgotten your password you can
press the button “Forgot password?”. There will
open a screen where you can fill in your E-mail
address. There will be send a E-mail with a link.
When you click on this link there will be a
webpage where you can fill in your new
password.
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Registration screen.
To use the Van Raam App you have to register. To
register you need a E-mail address. After that you
have to fill in the frame number of the bike.
You find the place of the frame number in the
table below.
Bike
Balance
Maxi
Maxi Comfort
Midi
Mini
O-pair
Velo Plus
Easy Go
Easy Rider
Easy Rider
Junior
Easy Sport
Fun2Go
Kivo
Kivo plus
Twinny
Twinny Plus

Place of the
framenumber.
Behind the saddle tube

On the handle stem
On the frame tube
under the seat

Under the co-driver's
seat
On the back saddle
tube

After you filled in the frame number you have to
chose the password. The password must have at
least:1 capital, 1 lowercase, 1 number and a
minimal length of 8 characters. This password
must be filled in 2 times.
Under the password you can change your
language preference.
At last you have to agree to the privacy
statement.
When you press the “Register” button, there will
be send an E-mail with a verification link. When
you press this link you are registered by Van
Raam.

Menu.
In the top of the screen are 3 horizontal stripes,
this is the button for the menu. The menu has a
few buttons: Dashboard, Details, Recipes,
Settings, Bike selection, About and Logout.
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Application settings.
In this screen you can adjust several things.
SOS data.
Here you can adjust your SOS data. By filling in
the SOS data and pressing “Change SOS data”
the data is changed.
The telephone number that is filled in gets, the
moment the SOS button is pressed, a message
with GPS data with a direct link to Google Maps so
you can see where the SOS button was pressed.
WiFi.
When you set the checkmark for “Send data only
when connected to a Wifi-network” there will be
send data only by WiFi. When this checkmark isn’t
set, there will be send data with mobile data.
Normally this function is switched off.
Unit.
The Unit can be adjusted from kilometers to
miles. This applies the distance and the speed.
The speed will also be changed from kilometers per hour to miles per hour.

Language.
In the upper part of the screen of the Application
settings you can change the language of the Van
Raam App. This is done by pressing “Change
language preference”.
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Bike selection.
In this screen you can choose a bike. The bikes
that you may connect are in this screen, this can
be more than one bike. Only the bikes that you
may connect are shown. The bikes that are in the
list are put there by yourself by filling in the
frame number of the bike, this has to be done
one time.
The bike that you want to connect has to be
close. When the Van Raam App can’t find the
bike, you can’t connect with the Van Raam bike.
Attention! The electrical system of the bike must
be turned on and the on/off button has to light up
blue shortly, short after startup before a
connection is made. When the bike is turned on,
you have to select your bike in the app. The first
time the bike is not recognized. The next time
you want to connect the bike the area will get
orange, the bike is then recognized. When the
bike is connected you will see that the on/off
button of the Smart display is blue instead of
green.
Attention! When you connect your bike for the first time, hold your smartphone
close to the Smart Display.
When the bike is connected, the dashboard will appear in the app. When you
press the “I” on the left of the section, you can
see data of the bike like, bike type, frame number
and color of the bike.
The Van Raam App will, after the first time
connecting, connect automatically with the latest
connected bike.
When the Van Raam App is running in the
background the bike stays connected. The
connection with the bike can be terminated by
pressing “Disconnect” in the bottom of the screen.
Add bike.
You can add a bike by pressing the button “Add
bike”. You need to fill in the frame number of the
bike you want to add. The bike will appear in the
list after you pressed “OK”.
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Dashboard.
The Dashboard is the most used screen in the
app. In this screen the most important data is
shown.
SOS button.
With the SOS button you can send a
message to the number you set. In this
message are the coordinates of your
location with a direct link to Google
Maps.

Connect symbol.
The Connect symbol is an indicator for the
connection with the bike. Is there a line through the symbol, there isn’t
a connection between bike and app.
Speedometer.
Here the actual speed of the bike. The speed is shown
analog and digital
and is shown by the
meter.

Current meter.
The current meter shows the current the motor is using. The more
blocks are filled the more current the motor uses.

Battery capacity.
Here you can see the status of the battery. The percentage and the
orange section in the battery symbol shows the status of the
battery.
Kilometer Counter.
The total distance of the bike is shown here.
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Trip counter.
Here the distance is shown of your trip counter. The trip counter
is reset by the orange button with the “R”. By pressing this
button the counter is reset and begins with 0.
Supportmodes.
This are the support modes 1, 2 and 3. Those are
the same as the modes on the Smart display.
When you change to another mode the Smart
display will also change to another mode.
Landscape.
The Dashboard can be displayed in Landscape. The functions are the same as
described before.
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Details.
In this screen you can see a overview of the data
of the bike.
Speed.
This is the actual speed in km/h. This is also
shown on the dashboard.
Trip total.
This is the amount of kilometers of the bike. This
counter can be reset. This is also shown on the
dashboard.
Maximum speed.
This is the highest speed the bike has driven. This
can be reset by pressing the “R”.
Average speed.
This is the average speed of the bike. This can be
reset by pressing the “R”.
Total.
This is the total distance that is driven by the
bike. This is also shown on the dashboard.
Cadence.
This is the frequency of the bottom bracket while pedaling. This is shown in
rounds per minute (RPM).
Pedaling force.
This is the force that the biker is putting on the pedals while pedaling.
Current.
The current meter shows the current the motor is using. This is also shown on
the dashboard.
Battery voltage.
This is the voltage of the battery and this is shown in Volt (V).
Battery capacity.
This is the remaining capacity that is in the battery. This is also shown on the
dashboard.
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Landscape.
The Details can be displayed in Landscape. The functions are the same as
described before.
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Recipe.
In this screen you can choose a recipe. A recipe is a package of settings for the
bike. When you choose another recipe, the support will change for all the support
modes. The bike will react different and can use more or less power and this will
affect the range. It is always possible to write the previous recipe.
To change from recipe you select the recipe and press “Send to Bike”. The recipe
can only be send to the bike when the bike stands still.
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About.
In this screen you see the information about the
Van Raam App and the privacy terms. Also
displayed is the version of the app and the
operating system of your smartphone.
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